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correction, or the term editing copy sometimes includes additional tasks. Although copies editors are generally required to make simple reviews to regular uncomfortable passages, they do not have a license to rewrite a line line by line, nor prepare material on behalf of an author. Creating original content to be published under the name of another
person is called Ghostwriting. In addition, copies editors are required to question structural and organizational problems, but it is not expected to solve these problems. In addition, copies editors do not normally engage in development editing, which includes the help of an author to develop an idea in a published manuscript, reworking a rough draft,
identifying the gaps in the coverage of the subject, creating strategies for one The most effective communication of the contents, and creating functionality to improve the final product and make it more competitive on the market. [4] In the United States and Canada, a publisher who does this work is called a copies editor. The editor of greater degree
copies of an organization, or the supervision editor of a group of copies editor, can be known as the head of the copy, the head of the copy desk, or the news editor. In the United Kingdom, the term Copy Editor is used, but in the publication of newspapers and magazines, the term is under sub -publisher (or sub -publisher), abbreviated to sub. [5] In
the internet context, the online copy refers to the text content of the web pages. Similar to printing, the modification of online copies is the process of reviewing and preparation for the raw text or project of the web pages for publication. [6] The modification of the copy has three levels: light, medium and heavy. Depending on the budget and the
programming of the publication, the publisher let the publisher know which editing level to use. The type of editing chosen helps the copy editor a priority their efforts. [3]: 12 within the copy editorial staff, there is mechanical modification and e sihT .elbatpecca si ti fi ecnereferp s'rohtua eht tcepser ot degaruocne era srotide ypoc ,eroferehT .ytitnedi
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tnemucod a Gningla Fo ssecorp eht si gnidide lacinahce .gnidide It is further complicated by volatile linguistic conventions as recorded by books on grammar and use, whose authors often disagree. [3]: ã ¢ âvelop 333 â € â € 337 å Editing Content Editing consists in the reorganization or renovation of a document. Cié involves any inconsistent part of
the content and variations. Content editors can correct the content by rewriting or changing it heavily. However, the copy publisher often indicates any difficult passages that the author can resolve his time. [3]: ã ¢ â‚¬ å 9 å although the copy publishers are not responsible for the factual correctness of the document, they can provide comments for
the author on any information that can be false, [3]: ã ¢ â â ¬ å 9 å as discrepancies of the year or misleading ideas. This control of the facts is acceptable for the editors of copies who know the topic of the document. [3]: ã ¢ â‚¬ å 7 â‚¬ â € 10 å The copy publisher must also underline any language of part without violating the author's meaning. Cié
includes the material "which could constitute the base for a legal cause in dissemination, invasion of privacy or obscenity". Some see the language of censorship as political correctness, so it is important that the copy publisher distinguishes between the two. [3]: ã ¢ â‚¬ å 7 â‚¬ â € 10 âiate to do so, the copy publisher allows "politically incorrect"
intentional opinions and censorship only marginalized, offensive or exclusive language. [3]: ã ¢ â‚¬ å 405 - correlated parts of correlation, type of type of type and permits that most of the manuscripts require the copy of the copy to correlate the parties inside. Copy publishers must carry out the following activities in this process: [3]: ã ¢ â‚¬ å 7 Vent
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€ 10 å every means (in printing and on the screen) has its conventions and although a copy editor can prefer a modification process compared to the other, copy Editors are practically required to use both techniques. Dura -copy editing traditional Copyediting or Editing with a hard copy, it is still important because employment screening tests can be
administered in paper copy. In addition, the author whose text is the copy editor can prefer the hard copy markup and the copy publishers must know the traditional markup in cases that documents and materials cannot be exchanged electronically. During the change in a hard copy, all participating parts (the publisher, the author, the keyboard and
the drafts of drafts) must understand the signs that the copy editor makes and therefore a universal marking system which means that these changes exist. This is also the reason why the copy editor should write rightly and neatly. Copy the paper publishers who write their corrections in the text directly, leaving the margins for questions. Usually, the
copy publisher is asked to write to a brilliant color so that the author and other parties can easily recognize the modifications of the publisher. [3]: ã ¢ âvelop 7 "10" 10 å editing on the screen every year, other assembly editing projects are performed on computers and less in printing. Furthermore, if there is a digital version of a text that the copy
editor is changing, it can seek more easily words, perform spelling controllers and generate clean copies of disordered pages. The first thing that the copy publishers have to do during the modification on the screen is to copy the author's files, since the original document must be preserved. [3]: ã ¢ â‚¬ å 7 "10" 10 "Each program of processing of It
offers various options on how an publisher's markups are shown on the screen and printing. Editing on the screen differs mainly from the hard copy change in the fact that the copy editor should change more cleanly on the screen, refraining from saving parts of words and paying attention to maintaining a correct spacing of the lines. [3]: ã ¢ â‚¬ å 7ã
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enoizader al ,irotua e irotide art avoun enoizaler anu are'c es ehcnA .etnatsid ¹Ãip ennevid erotide e erotide nu id olour li ,opmet led erassap li noC .otacilbbup eresse ad onoub aznatsabba essof ottircsonam nu es erediced id olleuq are erotide nu id olour li ,oloces XIX led enif allA ]21[ .odnaibmac onavats ipmet i am â irottircs ious ied aizicima'l e adiug
al ,acifidom al rep oton are snikreP .elairotide oihcco ous li noc itnenimorp irotua itseuq id oroval li otaroilgim etnemloveton ah ©Ãhcrep efloW e yawgnimeH ,dlaregztiF emoc irottircs ad otacrecir otats ¨Ã The murmured -copied desktop publication revolution in practice is today. Most of the copyders now rely on more modern Wysiwyg (what do you
see is what you get) Text text such as Microsoft Word that are based on the original PageMaker to do their work. There were a few events that led to changes within copyediting as a career. One of these, the successful strike of the editorial department of the Newark Ledger from November 17, 1934, to March 28, 1935, was "the first major action of
its kind by any local guild ... [it] both confirmed the irreversibility of the guilds' movement away from the professional association idea and greatly accelerated that process".[17] Paired with another string of strikes led by The New York Newspaper Guild against a number of smaller newspapers in the summer of 1934, these actions served to shift the
image of the editorial worker as a "professional" to one as an average citizen.[17] Another strike from the year 1934 was the strike at the Macaulay Company, reportedly the first-ever strike to occur at a publishing firm. At the conclusion of the second Macaulay strike, which occurred three months after the first, the nationwide drive towards
unionization had entered the publishing industry and was "sweeping through all the major publishing houses".[18] As these events seemed to have the secondary result of lowering the status of editors across the various publishing fields, it could be said that they sparked the decline of copyeditors, which can be seen across the publishing fields today.
Owing to the rise of the Digital Age, the roles and responsibilities of a copyeditor have changed. For instance, beginning in 1990, copyeditors learned pagination electronically.[19][pageÃ Âneeded] They could now look at different pages of a text on multiple screens and easily edit on there, as opposed to pasting them by hand onto a board. This
technological advance also required that copyeditors learn new software such as Pagemaker, Quark Xpress, and now Adobe InDesign. Modern copyeditors are often required to edit for digital as well as print versions of the text. Digital requires copyeditor to understand RSS feeds, social media like Twitter and Facebook, and HyperText Markup
Language.[19] What should be considered is that in this digital age, the information is constantly released, leading to the decline of editing online versions. BuzzFeed website publishers commented that sometimes "they can't get virtually every post before publication." [20] While copy editors still do traditional tasks such as fact control, grammar,
style and writing texts, some of their duties have been moved aside to make room for technology. Some copyeditor now have to design page layout and some also edit video content. Copy editors are now called "copy/layout editors" or "producers/designers". [21] Changes in the field Example of non-professional copy editing in progress: the document
finally published as[22] Traditionally, the copy editor would read a printed or written manuscript, marking it manually with the publisher's "remediation signs".[23] In sizable newspapers, the main copy desk was often U-shaped; The main copy editors are still sometimes called "the slot".[25] But today, the manuscript is more often read on a computer
display and text corrections are inserted directly. The almost universal adoption of computerized systems for editing and layout in newspapers and magazines also led copy editors to become more involved in design and production techniques. Technical knowledge is therefore sometimes considered important as writing skills, although this is more
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United Kingdom, the National Council for Journalists also has a qualification for sub-publishers. [satisfactory check] Contemporaneo Before the digital age, copy editors would have marked errors and inconsistencies with a red pen, using a markup language of symbols that were universally known. The traditional copy editor was once defined as
editing for grammar, spelling, punctuation and other style mechanics. [27] Copy-editing symbols cannot be used in digital editing because they are not supported on digital platforms like track changes. With more online post and less paper printing, hard-copy can no longer keep up with digital publication. [28] For a publisher to hire copy editors to
print a hard copy, make changes, and then make changes is no longer the most efficient process. The location of copy editors is at risk because time requires faster results that can be automated by software that captures grammatical errors. [29] Transferring responsibility from human copy publishers to digital software has been adopted by some
publishing companies because it is available for free. Professionals fear that the introduction of digital editing software would end up copying careers. Copy editors are still used and necessary for heavy modifications, such as fact verification and content organization, which are beyond software capabilities. With grammar software and journalists who
can edit, copy editors are seen as a luxury in publishing. [29] The potential for a company to use editing software may also require the copy editor to only perform heavy modifications and queries. Although the steps for the copy are the same, the execution wasfor digital environments. The technological development of cloud storage allows
contemporary copy editors and writers to upload and share files on multiple devices. [30] Online Word Processors like Google Docs, Dropbox, Zoho, OpenGoo and andAllows users to perform a number of tasks. Each processor has its advantages and disadvantages based on user preferences, but it allows users to share, edit and collaborate with
documents. [31] Recently, OpenGoo has been renamed Feng Office [32] on Google Docs Users can invite others via e-mail to view, comment and edit any files of their choice. [33] Those invited can view and edit the document together in real time. [33] Unlike Google Docs whose files can only be shared through the Web app, Dropbox shares from a
desktop app. [28] [33] Dropbox users can share documents such as links or shared folders. [31] Users can create shared folders and add others to the folder. [31] The files in a shared folder will appear in the dropbox of the other user and all the users involved will receive notifications when the changes are made to a file in the folder. [31] Adobe's
password allows users to share files, with the user's choice from various levels of editing access, and includes a version history feature that tracks changes made to documents and allows users to return to previous versions. [33] Useful in many text processors, a track editing feature allows users to make changes to a document and display them
separately from the original document. In Microsoft Word, users can choose whether to show or hide changes by clicking Track changes within the revision tape. [34] These editing documents can leave comments by clicking where the user wants to leave a comment and clicking on a new comment under the review bar or highlighting the text and
clicking on a new comment. A A e )SECA( yteicoS srotidE ypoC naciremA'lled etnediserp ,gnidemhcS asereT .otelosbo ¨Ã non gnitidE ypoC fo dleiF ehT eenaropmetnoc eipoc id rotidE ]43[ .enoisiver id enoiznufitlum arrab allen eratuifir o erattecca us cilc odnecaf ehcifidom el eratuifir o erattecca id ereilgecs ehcna onossop itnetu ilG ]43[ .enoisiver id
ortsan allen wohS pukraM asecsid a unem len erazzilausiv pukram id ollevil elauq ereilgecs e inoisiver eracilppa onossop itnetu ilG managing editor at the daily herald of chicago, he thinks that copy editors are "a natural measure" for digital journalism and social media because, although the publication has been made available to almost all, quality
and credibility are brought to content only by copy editors. [34] copy editors must now consider multimedia aspects of history, such as video, images, audio and search engine optimization, which can be included in digital publications. [34] digital editing now requires copy editors to understand seo, html, css, and RSS feeds,[34] and creative tools
such as adobe illustrator. issues one of the issues with copy-edition is that it can slow the publication of the text. with the digital publishing age an increased demand for a rapid turnover of information has arrived. Further details such as color printing, page size and layout are determined by the assigned budget. [35] web publications, such as
buzzfeed and slate, do not have enough space in their budgets to keep staff enough to change their huge, daily content racing. Therefore, the head of the copy emmy favila says that low priority posts are published without copies to buzzfeed. [36] slate does not change his blog posts before publication, but all his news articles are copied before
publication, say slate copy chief lowen liu and vice editor julia turner. [36] in response to such high demand for fast content, some online publications started publishing articles first and then edit later, a process known as back-editing. publishers prefer stories to change based on traffic and if the content was originally reported for changes. reading
material has become increasingly accessible to users with a largedisability. Carolyn Rude exemplifies these cases as an alternative by replacing illustrations with text and audio translations for visual defects. [35] Rude also suggests that web developers try to attack the pressAs "clear and simple language and coherent terms and navigation devices",
especially when readers are looking at the text in a second language. [35] Effects of the internet such as online resources increase of popularity, copies editors strive to satisfy the increase in digital consumerism to the best of their skills, and this high competition has led to a gradual "outline of the quality in the modification" , such as the modification
of the copy or verification of the fact. [19] However, this does not mean that the Internet has limited the scope of the responsibility of an editor of copies or working opportunities. One of the most important progress of the digital era is the advent of pagination, which gives the copying editors more control over the construction and revisions of their
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